INTRODUCTION
Let n and k be positive integers with n ^ 3. Let Q be a bounded smooth domain in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n and let N C R' be a compact k -dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary for some integer I.
For a map u e W^fi.iV) := {v € W 1>p (fi,R') | v € N for almost everywhere x € fi}, its p-energy is given by [9] ). Jn The study of partial regularity of various classes of weakly harmonic maps has been of great interest for a number of years. Schoen-Uhlenbeck in [17] and Giaquinta-Giusti in [5] established that an energy minimising map u : M -¥ N between Riemannian manifolds is smooth in M away from a singular set E that has Hausdorff dimension n -3, where n is the dimension of M. Evans [3] and Bethuel [1] proved that a weak stationary harmonic map u : M -> N is smooth away from a singular set of vanishing (n -2) -dimensional Hausdorff measure. Lin [10] proved an important result that if there is no non-constant harmonic map from S 2 to TV, then the singular set of 298 M-C. Hong [2] any stationary harmonic map into N has to be (n -4)-rectifiable. Lin's paper led to a series of interesting results on harmonic maps by Lin-Riviere [11] and on the heat flow of harmonic maps by Lin-Wang [12, 13, 14] . Without any assumption on weak harmonic maps, Riviere in [15] gave an example to show that weakly harmonic maps may have singularities everywhere. Motivated by the result of stable minimal hypersurfaces in [16] , some optimal results about the estimate of the set of singularities of stationary-stable harmonic maps were obtained by the author in [8] and with Wang in [9] .
In this paper, we shall prove partial regularity for a new class of weakly harmonic maps, which are stable, but not necessarily stationary. We restrict ourselves to the case that N = S k , where S k is the unit sphere in R fc+1 .
The main result of this paper is the following. (Q,\Q 0 ) = 0 for some S > 0. When k = 2, the weakly harmonic map in [15] having singularities in fi everywhere is also stable, so we can not expect to have the partial regularity of a stable harmonic map from B 3 into S 2 . In Section 2, we present a proof of Theorem A. The key to the proof of Theorem A is to prove that a stable harmonic map is a quasi-minimiser in W ltP {p., S k ). Combining this with Hardt-Lin's extension Lemma, we obtain a Caccioppoli's inequality for such maps. Then it follows from a well-known result that weakly p-harmonic maps satisfying a Caccioppoli inequality have partial regularity. ) with u -w G W^l P (n; R * + 1 ) .
Setting <p = [u • (u -w)]w = (1 -u • w)w on fi, one notes
Taking the above $ as a test function in (2.1), we obtain 
Since u is a stable p-harmonic map into S*, it follows from Lemma 1 that
for all smooth function r) with support in fi. Taking T7 = u -( u -t u ) = l -u -t o in the above inequality, we obtain
It follows from (2.4) with (2.5) that In fact, since A e S k , there exists a fc-dimensional tangent plane to 5* at A. Assume that £{, t = l , . . . , f c , i s a n orthononnal basis of the tangent plane. Then A and ei, where C is a constant independent of u. PROOF: The proof is standard by using the reverse Holder inequality (2.12) (see [5] ). See a different proof in [2] . Q Theorem A follows from Theorem 2, Proposition 4 and Theorem 5.
